
Chapter 2 

Theoretical Verification 

2.0 UPFC as a Power System Stabilizer 

The way the UPFC can be used to damp power swing can be explained using the 

simple generator-infinite bus-bar system [10] shown in the figure below. The system 

equivalent reactance has been neglected in order to simplify the equation describing 

the equivalent circuit. 
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Figure: 2.0 (b): UPFC simplified model 
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Figure 2.1 : Phasor diagram 

The booster voltage AV has an in-phase component AVQ and quadrature component 

AVp. Both components are proportional to the voltage at the point where the UPFC is 

installed and can be written as, 

AVq = VJ(t), 

= Vj{t), 
(eq2.0) 

where (3(t) and y(t) are the control variables. 

From figure 2.1 gives, 

sin© = —— = — y, 
V V 

cos© = 
Vs +AV0 V , s 

V v 
(eq2.1) 

Neglecting the network losses, the electrical power can be expressed as, 

t E V , v 
P\S J=—^-s in (£ - © ) = —!V-(sin£ c o s 0 - c o s S sin©) 

E..V (eq2.2) 

Where Xd is the equivalent transient reactance which also includes the reactance of 

the transformer and the transmission line. Substituting for sin© and cos© expressions 

obtained from equation above gives, 

P(S')'= ^ [(sin S')(l + fi)- (cos S)y\ 
(eq2.3) 

P(S') = bsin 8' - (bcos S')y(t) + (bsin8)Pit) 
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E V / 
Where b = 8 y • is the amplitude of the power angle characteristic with 

/ xd 

zero booster voltage. The equation (eq2.3) shows that the control of the in-phase 

booster voltage (via the control variable (3(t)) increases the amplitude of the power -

angle characteristic while control of the quadrature booster voltage (via the control 

variable y(t)) shifts the characteristic horizontally. 

From the generator swing equation, 

..d2S dS 

from that we can derive, 

d8 
Aco 

dt 

dAo) . d5 _ («12-4) 
~dT= m ~ ~ ~dT~ UPFC 

Where,PUPFC = -(bcosS )y(t) + (b sin S )/3(t) is the additional power 

component enforced by the controller. This component introduces additional damping 

to the system if it is made positive and proportional to the speed deviation Aco. This 

can be achieved through the following control strategy: 

y(t) = -K{cos S') Aco (eq2.5) 

p{t) = K(smS')Aco (ecl2-6) 

Substituting equations (eq2.5) and (eq2.6) into the expression for 

P U P F C = Kb(ATO) = D 1 J P F C (AO)) (eq2 .7) 

where DUPFC = KB is the damping coefficient due to the controller. This coefficient is 

constant for the control strategy defined in equations (eq2.5) and (eq2.6) and does not 

depend on 5'. 
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Therefore from equation (eq2.4), 

M — = Pm -(bsmS')-D—-Kb(Aco) 
dt dt 

. . dS dS' 
M = Pm - (b sin 8 ) - D Kb -

dt "' dt dt 

M ^ = Pm -(bsm8)-(D + Kb) (eq2.8) 
dt m dt 

Hence from the equation (eq2.7) it is clear that the damping coefficient has increased 

due to the addition of the UPFC by 'Kb' amount. This definitely supports the 

improvement of stability of the system. Higher damping level would be added by the 

UPFC to fadeout the oscillations in the system very quickly. 

In the literature [3], it has been explained the way external control may be comprised 

of different control loops depending on the control objectives. Typically, the principal 

steady state function of a UPFC is power flow control to a specified set point. 

Additional functions for stability improvement, such as damping controls, may be 

included in the external control. 

External control 

Figure 2.2: Proposed control loop for UPFC 
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If power flow control loop is "slow", as is typically the case for a PI controller with a 

large time constant or for manual control, Xss is assumed here to be constant during 

large disturbance transient periods. In the particular case of a PI power flow control, a 

protection logic scheme may be implemented to avoid contradictory control signals 

that could degrade the overall performance. 

When the system is subjected to a severe disturbance, the stability control loop must 

provide maximum compensation level during the immediate post-fault period, so that 

synchronizing torque is increased to improve the first - swing stability response of the 

system, as well as provide proper modulation to damp the subsequent power 

oscillations. 

Two fundamental elements in this controller design process, i:e. input signal and 

parameter tuning, are discussed below. The effect of set point value on controller 

performance, and particularly its effect on interactions between the stability control 

loop (dynamic control) and the power flow control loop (steady state control), is also 

discussed. 

Parameter tuning: a number of alternative methods may be used for selection of 

control parameters for UPFC. The most popular ones, which are based on linear 

systems theory, are phase and gain margin techniques, pole placement through root 

locus analysis, Eigen value placement based on residues, and optimal selection of 

control parameters based on Eigen value sensitivities. However due to high 

nonlinearity of UPFC behaviour and major concern is the controller's performance 

under severe disturbances, which typically trigger large excursions of generator 

angles, power flows, bus voltage and other system variables due to non linear 

characteristics of the power system, parameters were adjusted using full time domain 

simulation (trial and error method). 

2.1 UPFC model in Matlab/Simulink Simulator 

UPFC model given in MATLAB/SIMULINK software is used for simulation 

purposes. Therefore, detail understanding of the model is necessary. Matlab version 

used for this simulation is R2008a. Following figure shows the basic block given in 

the simulator. This phasor type block models an IGBT - based UPFC. 
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Figure 2.3: UPFC block in Simulink 

Parameters can be defined for the UPFC after double clicking it. Detailed analysis of 

series and shunt controller are given below as per the literature [7], 

2.1.1 Series Converter 

Control system of series converter is meant to control active power and reactive 

power. Therefore, it has two degrees of freedom. Simplified block diagram of the 

UPFC can be drawn as follows, 

Figure 2.4: Controller - Series compensator 
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As can be seen from above figure, series converter can be operated on two modes, 

namely; 

• Voltage injection mode 

• Auto mode 

2.1.2 Voltage Injection Mode 

Injected voltage (AV) can be resolved into two components as given in the figure 2.1 

above. Those are namely; AVp and AVq. These two components can be directly 

injected to the UPFC model given in the Simulink software. Therefore, by comparing 

those two systems we can write; 

The in-phase component with Vs is responsible for reactive power transfer, and the in-

phase quadrature component with Vs is responsible for active power transfer. This can 

be further proved as follows using simple transmission line, 

AVp = Vqref 

AVq = Vdref Eq - 2.9 

A A / V ^ 
Es<8 jX Vs<0 

Figure 2.5 Transmission line with voltage sources 

From the above figure, we can write KVL as 

Eg<8' - Vs < 0 = jlX 

Eg < 8' = < 0 + jlX •a E q - 2 . 1 0 
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But we know that, 

V* xl = P-jQ 

1 = 
P-jQ 

v
s 

LiBHMH 
1SITY OF MOIKTtm ^ tAhK* 

MOWATUWA 

E q - 2 . 1 1 

Form eq-2.10 & eq 2.11 

Eg<8' = Vs<0+jx{^-) 

En < 8' = K < 0 + — + — Eq - 2.12 

From eq - 2.12 we can draw the phasor diagram as follows, 

(XP)/V s 

(XQ)/V s 

Figure 2.6 : Phasor diagram illustrating P and Q propostionalities 

Therefore, from Eq - 2.0, Eq - 2.9, Eq - 2.5 and 2.6 we can derive the following 

relationship, 

AVp = Vqref= - Vs K (cos8') Aw Eq- 2.13 

AVq = Vdref = Vs K (sin8') Aw 

These inputs can be given into the UPFC model in the Simulink to work it as a Power 

System Stabilizer. 

In manual injection mode, inbuilt regulators are bypassed and converter voltage is 

derived from reference values. 

In Automatic mode, power flow control can be done. This is done using sensed 

voltage and current in the system as illustrated in the block diagram. In this case 

voltage regulators are used with defined Pref and Qref. 

As in this thesis we only do the manual external voltage injection, other parameters 

associated with the Power flow control (automatic) mode is not discussed in detail. 
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From the equation 2.7, it is clear that, damping constant of the UPFC can be varied by 

changing the value of K (since b is a constant). 

2.1.3 Shunt Converter 

Shunt converter also can be operated on two modes. They are, Voltage Control Mode 

and Var control Mode. Its block diagram can be drawn as given in the literature [7] as 

shown below, 

Figure 2.7:Controller - Shunt compensator 

The shunt controller can be operated in two different modes: 

• Voltage regulation mode: As long as the reactive current stays within the 

minimum and maximum current values (-Imax, Imax) imposed by the 

converter rating, the voltage is regulated at the reference voltage Vref. 

• Var control mode (reactive power output is kept constant) 

In this project the shunt controller is kept in the Voltage control mode. 
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